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Important message 
This document is one of a set of standards developed solely and specifically for use on 

Transport Assets (as defined in the Asset Standards Authority Charter). It is not suitable for any 

other purpose. 

The copyright and any other intellectual property in this document will at all times remain the 

property of the State of New South Wales (Transport for NSW). 

You must not use or adapt this document or rely upon it in any way unless you are providing 

products or services to a NSW Government agency and that agency has expressly authorised 

you in writing to do so. If this document forms part of a contract with, or is a condition of 

approval by a NSW Government agency, use of the document is subject to the terms of the 

contract or approval. To be clear, the content of this document is not licensed under any 

Creative Commons Licence. 

This document may contain third party material. The inclusion of third party material is for 

illustrative purposes only and does not represent an endorsement by NSW Government of any 

third party product or service. 

If you use this document or rely upon it without authorisation under these terms, the State of 

New South Wales (including Transport for NSW) and its personnel does not accept any liability 

to you or any other person for any loss, damage, costs and expenses that you or anyone else 

may suffer or incur from your use and reliance on the content contained in this document. Users 

should exercise their own skill and care in the use of the document. 

This document may not be current and is uncontrolled when printed or downloaded. Standards 

may be accessed from the Transport for NSW website at www.transport.nsw.gov.au 

 
For queries regarding this document, please email the ASA at 
standards@transport.nsw.gov.au or visit www.transport.nsw.gov.au 
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Preface 

The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is a key strategic branch of Transport for NSW (TfNSW). 

As the network design and standards authority for NSW Transport Assets, as specified in the 

ASA Charter, the ASA identifies, selects, develops, publishes, maintains and controls a suite of 

requirements documents on behalf of TfNSW, the asset owner. 

The ASA deploys TfNSW requirements for asset and safety assurance by creating and 

managing TfNSW's governance models, documents and processes. To achieve this, the ASA 

focuses on four primary tasks: 

• publishing and managing TfNSW's process and requirements documents including TfNSW 

plans, standards, manuals and guides 

• deploying TfNSW's Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) framework 

• continuously improving TfNSW’s Asset Management Framework 

• collaborating with the Transport cluster and industry through open engagement 

The AEO framework authorises engineering organisations to supply and provide asset related 

products and services to TfNSW. It works to assure the safety, quality and fitness for purpose of 

those products and services over the asset's whole-of-life. AEOs are expected to demonstrate 

how they have applied the requirements of ASA documents, including TfNSW plans, standards 

and guides, when delivering assets and related services for TfNSW. 

Compliance with ASA requirements by itself is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory outcomes for 

NSW Transport Assets. The ASA expects that professional judgement be used by competent 

personnel when using ASA requirements to produce those outcomes. 

About this document 

This document is a substantial update from the previous revision. As guidance relating to 

interacting with TfNSW's internal configuration management arrangements has now been 

included in other ASA publications, the content of this guide has been amended to focus on 

expectations in relation to AEOs demonstrating that they have an appropriate configuration 

management system. The title has thus changed to indicate the focus towards AEOs. 
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1. Introduction 
It is necessary that existing or prospective Authorised Engineering Organisations (AEOs) meet 

the requirements of T MU MD 00009 ST AEO Authorisation Requirements. 

The appropriate application of configuration management is a requirement for AEO 

authorisation because it is important for Transport for NSW (TfNSW) to have confidence that it 

has a clear understanding of the assets that it owns and controls and that any changes to those 

assets are appropriately managed. 

2. Purpose 
This guide provides assistance in interpreting and meeting the requirements for configuration 

management as specified within T MU MD 00009 ST. 

2.1. Scope 
This document predominately relates to the configuration management requirements of 

T MU MD 00009 ST. 

2.2. Application 
This guide is intended to be used by existing and prospective AEOs. 

3. Reference documents 
Australian Standards  

AS ISO 10007 Quality management – Guidelines for configuration management 

Transport for NSW standards 

T MU AM 04001 PL TfNSW Configuration Management Plan 

T MU MD 00009 ST AEO Authorisation Requirements 

4. Terms and definitions 
AEO Authorised Engineering Organisation 

ASA Asset Standards Authority 

configuration interrelated functional and physical characteristics of a product or service defined 

in configuration information 

configuration information requirements for product design, realisation, verification, operation 

and support. May also be referred to as product configuration information. 
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configuration item entity within a configuration that satisfies an end use function  

configuration management coordinated activities to direct and control configuration  

TfNSW Transport for NSW 

TfNSW Transport Network transport system owned and operated by TfNSW or its operating 

agencies upon which TfNSW has power to exercise its functions as conferred by the Transport 

Administration Act or any other Act 

5. Configuration management 
Configuration management arrangements within TfNSW are based on AS ISO 10007 Quality 

management – Guidelines for configuration management. Additionally, configuration 

management in TfNSW encompasses an asset assurance of configuration changes. The 

principles of configuration management in TfNSW can be summarised in the following activities: 

• defining the assets or deliverables, being the configuration items that need to be managed 

• appropriately managing changes to those configuration items 

• making sure that information about the configuration items, that is configuration 

information, is consistent with the actual configuration items 

• having a documented system and tools as appropriate to demonstrate the preceding three 

bullet points 

Configuration management is important to TfNSW because TfNSW owns and operates a 

complex transport network with vast operational and asset interfaces that are not always 

immediately apparent. Every existing, new and altered component of the TfNSW Transport 

Network has the potential to affect the network and its interfaces in some way, from the services 

that the network provides to the resources may need to be found to maintain it. Configuration 

management contributes substantially to TfNSW's systems integration and operational 

integration approach of understanding the whole of network, whole-of-life perspective when 

making any changes to the transport network. 

5.1. Configuration items 
The term configuration item has a specific definition in AS ISO 10007, however in practice it 

may be considered as the main deliverables to a client or the item being managed for the client. 

For an AEO constructing or maintaining infrastructure assets for the TfNSW Transport Network 

the term configuration items may be interpreted to mean the transport infrastructure. In the case 

of an AEO engaged as a consultant it may refer to documentation or data delivered. 
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5.2. Change control 
Configuration change control refers to changes to configuration items or sets of configuration 

items. Appropriate management of changes to assure that the impacts of the change are 

understood and approved is a key element of change control. 

The breadth of stakeholder consultation and impact assessment would depend on the 

configuration items affected and the business arrangements in place. 

An AEO is generally expected to have enough understanding to identify stakeholders and 

interfaces that could be impacted by changes to configuration items under their control. In 

practice some stakeholders take responsibility for additional consultation. For example, a 

TfNSW manager who is a stakeholder to an AEO may manage consultation with other 

government agencies. 

As an AEO managing configuration change, proper change control may also include aspects 

such as pre-requisite approvals, for example, design approvals. 

AEO processes are expected to include a stage where it is made clear whether a proposed 

change is approved to proceed. 

5.3. Configuration information 
In most cases configuration items managed or delivered by an AEO are required to be 

accompanied by supporting information. Within AS ISO 10007 information describing the 

physical or functional characteristics of configuration items are described as configuration 

information. Within TfNSW, when referring to transport assets the broader term asset 

information is usually used in preference to configuration information. 

For physical configuration items such as transport infrastructure, configuration information may 

include design drawings, reports, asset registers, manuals and certificates.  

Where configuration items are already documents or data, the configuration information may 

include document control information. 

6. Configuration management systems 
AEOs providing services to TfNSW are required to have documented configuration 

management arrangements and tools that are appropriate to the services offered. The Asset 

Standards Authority (ASA) will require evidence that this requirement is met. 

The need to apply the AEO's arrangements and tools however depends on circumstances. If an 

AEO is wholly applying the processes of its client which is also an AEO, its own arrangements 

may not need to be applied. 
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It is also possible that an AEO interfaces with the configuration management processes of its 

client by delivering items or configuration information into the client's processes but still uses its 

own arrangements to produce those deliverables. 

For AEO authorisation and audits the ASA applies the principles of configuration management 

described in AS ISO 10007 rather than any more or less onerous expectations that may be set 

by contractual or any other requirement. 

TfNSW's own processes have expanded on AS ISO 10007 by including a broader asset 

assurance view in its own internal processes. An AEO that performs work for TfNSW may 

interface with TfNSW processes and provide deliverables to meet the expanded view, however 

for AEO authorisation and audits the AEO does not need to include the broader assurance view 

as part of configuration management. 

The AEO requirements however do not limit additional requirements to be imposed through a 

contract. An example of this may be where TfNSW engages a contractor and requires that 

contractor to develop and apply a configuration management system that that becomes an 

integrated component of TfNSW's internal configuration management framework. 

6.1. Appropriately applying configuration management 
systems 
AEOs will need to demonstrate that they have configuration management systems appropriate 

for the services offered. What is considered appropriate by the ASA will vary depending on the 

scale and complexity of the services and how those services contribute to the overall outcome 

sought by TfNSW. 

An AEO that offers services requiring the coordination of multiple technical disciplines, 

contributing entities and delivering complex solutions across the asset life cycle would be 

expected to present evidence of a sophisticated and robust system for configuration 

management. 

An AEO that offers limited and less complex services would not be expected to demonstrate a 

sophisticated configuration management system. In many cases such AEOs may be able to 

appropriately address the AEO configuration management requirement through other processes 

that are not necessarily identified as configuration management processes. 

6.2. Evidence of a configuration management system 
An AEO is expected to maintain a configuration management system and apply it as 

appropriate. Evidence of the system is required during AEO assessments and AEO surveillance 

audits. For AEO audits, evidence that the system is being applied is usually sought by the ASA. 
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The following items are generally representative of an appropriate configuration management 

system: 

• documentation such as approved plans and processes that demonstrate that an 

appropriate system is in place for managing configuration items 

• identification of roles and responsibilities as part of the system such as the following: 

o changes to the configuration 

o approving changes to the configuration 

o delivering information about the new or altered configuration items 

o ensuring information about the configuration items is correct and matches the 

configuration items 

• identification of what configuration items are being managed or how they are identified 

• the processes for managing changes to the configuration including items such as the 

following: 

o how stakeholders are identified and engaged 

o how potential impacts of the change to other systems or items is identified 

o how proposed changes are approved 

o how completed changes are verified as complete  

o how configuration information is verified and recorded 

• the means by which records of configuration changes are recorded and managed 

• where AEO services continue over an extended period of time, arrangements for audit or 

surveillance activities to assure configuration items and configuration information remain 

correct and current 

7. Interpretation of configuration management to 
AEO services 
To provide assistance on how an AEO may demonstrate appropriate configuration management 

arrangements, several examples have been included in Section 7.1 to Section 7.7. 

As each organisation is considered by the ASA on a case-by-case basis these examples should 

not be considered as complete, minimum compliance or best practice implementations for AEO 

authorisation purposes.  
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7.1. Designer 
An AEO that produces engineering or similar designs would generally be expected to have 

processes to manage the designs as configuration items. Many of the processes would overlap 

with routine document management and control processes. 

The designer AEO would generally have the following: 

• Specific documented configuration management processes, or equivalent as defined within 

other documentation such as design management processes. 

• Processes describing how design revisions are managed and approved, including what 

factors are considered. 

• Processes describing how interfaces and stakeholders are managed. 

• Registers and repositories for controlling design revisions. 

• Registers for recording proposed and approved changes. 

• Processes describing how correct revisions and any associated configuration information 

compliant with agreed requirements are provided to the client when appropriate. This may 

include drawing formats, metadata and design reports. 

7.2. Constructor 
An AEO that constructs an outcome based on a design provided by another party would 

typically have processes to confirm that the approved configuration change (design) is 

implemented as expected and that any configuration information such as manuals and registers 

are provided to the client. This may also be described as constructing or amending 

configuration items, assuring that it has been done as expected and handing over verified 

configuration information about the configuration items. 

The constructor AEO would generally have the following: 

• Specific documented configuration management processes, or equivalent as defined within 

other processes. 

• Processes describing how changes that occur during construction are managed and 

approved, including what factors are considered. This may include changes due to 

unexpected conditions or changes requested by the client or contractor. 

• Processes describing how interfaces and stakeholders are managed, in relation to changes 

to the approved design that occur while under the control of the constructor. 

• Registers and repositories for controlling designs held and configuration information that 

will be handed over to the client. 
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• Registers for recording proposed and approved changes. 

• Processes describing how configuration information compliant with agreed requirements 

are provided to the client when appropriate. This may include drawing formats, registers, 

manuals, test reports and certificates. 

7.3. Integrator including design and construct 
An AEO performing integration work including design and construction would generally be 

expected to have a proportionally sophisticated configuration management system. An 

integrator would likely bring together multiple designers and constructors and need good control 

over the change activities. The activities likely include from work done by multiple parties as well 

as the interfaces to one or more maintainers. 

The expectations applicable to designers and constructors apply as well as an expectation of a 

structured approach to manage interfaces from integration activities. 

An AEO integrator would likely have configuration management activities described in a 

cohesive document rather than existing only as parts of several other processes. 

7.4. Maintainer – broad scope 
An AEO maintainer seeking to provide services that result in maintaining a significant proportion 

of the TfNSW Transport Network would be expected to have a sophisticated configuration 

management system that is capable of managing complex interfaces. The configuration 

management system may also have provision for a scaled approach to address routine 

configuration changes resulting from maintenance activities. 

An AEO maintainer in this category may also be undertaking design and construct activities and 

hence have configuration management processes to accommodate these. The configuration 

management activities of the maintainer would likely be described in a cohesive document 

rather than existing only as parts of several other processes. 

The configuration arrangements would include tools and processes for managing configuration 

information on an ongoing basis. Arrangements for auditing actual configuration items against 

the records describing them may also be appropriate. 

7.5. Maintainer – limited scope 
An AEO that is offering limited specialised maintenance services, such as for a specific piece of 

transport infrastructure or specific maintenance activity may fall into this category. 

Such AEOs will generally be maintaining the client's assets to restore them to their original 

condition or possibly make minor changes at the direction of the client. 
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The maintainer AEO would generally have the following: 

• Documented processes that address applicable configuration management activities and 

are likely to be integrated into other processes. 

• Processes describing how changes to assets being maintained are managed and 

approved including what factors are considered. This may include changes due to 

unexpected findings during maintenance or changes requested by the client. 

• Processes describing how interfaces and stakeholders are managed, in relation to changes 

to the approved design, such as those deemed necessary when conducting maintenance. 

• Registers and repositories for managing configuration information about the client's 

configuration items that the maintainer is responsible for, such as list of assets being 

maintained and related condition information. 

• Means to record proposed and approved changes. 

• Processes that describe how configuration information compliant with agreed requirements 

is provided to the client when appropriate. This may include corrections to information 

provided by the client, condition data, test reports and certificates. 

7.6. Consultant 
An AEO consultant would generally produce documents such as reports and be expected to 

manage the documents as configuration items. Most or possibly all processes would be 

addressed by routine document management and control processes. 

The consultant AEO would generally have the following: 

• documented processes addressing the management of documents and other structured 

information produced as deliverables 

• processes describing how revisions are managed and approved 

• registers and repositories for controlling documents or information revisions 

• processes describing how correct revisions of deliverables and any associated 

configuration information is provided to the client when appropriate 

In some cases an AEO consultant may be engaged to produce early designs such as general 

urban layout or reference designs. In this scenario the AEO may be expected to have 

configuration management systems similar to that of an AEO designer. 

7.7. Surveyor and similar service provider 
An AEO surveyor or similar service provider that may be collecting data or other information for 

use by a client is generally expected to have configuration management systems to manage the 
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deliverables they provide. In many cases this means that reports and data resulting from 

recordings and observations are the configuration items of these AEOs. 

Most or possibly all process would be addressed by routine information management and 

control processes. 

The surveyor AEO or AEO providing similar services would generally have the following: 

• documented processes addressing the management of documents and other structured 

information produced as deliverables 

• processes describing how revisions are managed and approved 

• registers and repositories for controlling document revisions and data 

• processes describing how correct revisions of deliverables and any associated 

configuration information is provided to the client when appropriate 

In some cases an AEO surveyor or other similar service provider may be engaged to produce 

designs. In this scenario the AEO may also be considered a designer and have suitable 

configuration management systems, however the system should be scaled appropriately to the 

nature of the design activities. 

8. Configuration management tools 
AEOs are expected to have tools to support their configuration management system. The 

definition of tools may be interpreted quite broadly and should be appropriate to the complexity 

of configuration items and interfaces being managed by the AEO. 

Tools may include: 

• templates for project tailored configuration management plans 

• change registers 

• asset registers 

• document management systems 

• change forms and checklists for change control 

• audit schedules for comparing configuration items against configuration information 
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9. Configuration audits 
Configuration audits are applied to assure that the actual state of configuration items, including 

interfaces, exist and function as described in configuration information. Examples include 

checking the following: 

• that constructed or existing assets match approved designs 

• that asset registers match actual assets 

• that assets function as defined within their documentation 

While all AEOs are expected to ensure that configuration information that they hold or handover 

is current and reflective of actual configuration items, for AEOs that have an extended role it 

may be appropriate for an ongoing audit arrangement to be established. 

10. Interface with TfNSW configuration management 
framework 
The TfNSW internal configuration management framework is defined in T MU AM 04001 PL 

TfNSW Configuration Management Plan. 

To achieve AEO status an organisation is not required to meet the requirements within 

T MU AM 04001 PL, however some contracts may include conditions that require compliance. 

As stated in Section 6 it is possible that as part of a directly or indirectly contracted service to 

TfNSW, an AEO will be required to provide deliverables or be required to assist their client meet 

requirements within T MU AM 04001 PL. 
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